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Helen Pailing
Artist in Residence in the Community, 2013 - 2014
Helen arrived at Highgreen in October last year with no
preconceived ideas about how her work would develop
during the period; but with an enthusiasm to embrace the
residency and all it would offer her. She has done this with
the energy and curiosity of an explorer; a willingness to
welcome new stimuli and opportunities and employ them
in her work, as well as appreciate them as part of the
experience of a year lived in this remote rural location.
Materials and their inventive manipulation are at the
core of Helen’s practice. She has been making an Object
a Day since her arrival; objects made from all manner
of materials and items – discarded, donated or found;
natural or man-made. Farming-associated items sourced
locally such as drainage pipe, baler wrap and wire
fencing have led to temporary installations on the nearby
moorland and in barns and outbuildings for the exhibition.
During her residency Helen has explored a number of
themes and processes prompted by her own interests, the
landscape, the area’s history or opportunities that have
presented themselves. Helen has learnt to drop-spin and
weave and, following the path of an investigation into glass
tenter hooks once used in the weaving industry, Helen
got herself training in glass lamp working. New pieces of
work have grown from Helen’s assiduous pursuance of
these paths of exploration and acquisition of new skills.
A small but very significant part of the residency is the
work the artist does in engaging with local people and
residents of the urban conurbation of Tyneside. Informally
Helen has become part of the community, contributing
willingly to social events. And whilst developing her own
work, Helen has generously shared her inventiveness,
creativity and passion for making, with many individuals.

With Helen’s guidance, visitors to the studio - local
residents and students from Newcastle’s Thomas
Bewick School - made clever working kaleidoscopes
from cardboard tubes, petri dishes, perspex and bits of
collected stuff. Baler wrap and fencing wire are the main
ingredients of a sculptural school entrance feature being
made with staff and students from Percy Hedley School.
The immensely successful community event Dark Skies
Day... with a Woolly Twist was Helen’s initiative. This was
a celebration of Northumberland’s dark skies (the quality
of which had just been recognised with a European Dark
Skies Gold Award) and the traditional sheep’s wool of
the hill farming area. With her enthusiasm and great
ideas for activities on the day Helen inspired many tens
of individuals locally to get involved.Well over a hundred
people from near and far came along on the day and
enjoyed taking part in all the activities on offer, the
poetry reading and the finale spectacle of local dancers
performing Shifin’ Bobbins in darkness illuminated only
by ultraviolet lit knitted and crocheted shooting star hall
decorations and the dancers’ white gloves...
Helen has made the most of her time at Highgreen in
every sense. She has been committed to the development
of her art, embraced with enthusiasm the influences of
the landscape, its history and community and has given of
herself and her skills generously in return.
We have very much enjoyed having Helen as our fifteenth
VARC artist in residence, are very grateful for everything
she has brought to the post and to Highgreen, and wish
her well in everything she moves on to in the future.
Janet Ross, July 2014
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Untitled (2014) Borosilicate glass, chenille sticks, hessian, embroidery hoop. Photo: Tim Bird
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Resonant Matter
Visiting Helen Pailing in her temporary studio on
the Highgreen Estate in Tarset, Northumberland, I
find myself enthralled by the inventive chaos of her
working environment, where almost every corner and
surface is packed with so much stuff. Stuff that most
of us would throw away or relegate to the back of the
cupboard or shed but which, in Helen’s imaginative
hands, becomes the spark for new creative explorations.
There are materials in various processes and stages of
transformation, some finally crafted, others with their
potential still to be tapped.
Black plastic drainage pipes coil in one corner. Cadged
from the firm that supplies the surrounding agricultural
industry, she weaves them into new formations that are
motivated in part by creative curiosity and in part by
her sophisticated understanding of the latent potential
of all materials. Metal fencing becomes the foil in one
experiment. Documented on her blog, she tries somehow
to thread the drainage pipe through the fencing: the
landcoil isn’t very flexible and almost asks to be twisted,
she notes in a typically matter-of-fact way. In another
iteration, the pipe is balanced with sticks and thread and
suspended from the studio ceiling. Draped, wound and
poised overhead in the neighbouring barn space, the same
inanimate pipe acquires an unexpected visual vibrancy in
yet another version of the experiment.
Humour and playfulness lighten this and other sculptural
installations. We’re not meant to take them too seriously.
They occupy space in a provisional way, as temporary
reorganisations of matter and spaces rather than
monumental statements. Intriguing photographic traces
survive of Planted, a temporary hillside outcrop of
imaginary growth made from bale wrap and wire

loop end ties: new specimens infiltrating the remote
Northumberland landscape. It shouldn’t work but does.
So too for the current exhibition the Dutch barn at
Highgreen is temporarily transformed into an enticingly
intricate space, criss-crossed by translucent mesh woven
from monofilament. Warp invites us to wander through,
enjoying the way light and dust motes mingle at times with
the glint of the filament lines. The effect is fragile, fleeting
and yet surprisingly dynamic; we weave in and through the
space as we walk, perhaps performing a personal dance
on our way through the threads and hay bales.
When exploring and enjoying Helen’s work it is almost
impossible to avoid associations with weaving, threading,
lacing, spooling. With a background in contemporary
embroidery, she actively embraces such associations,
stretching materials into unexpected configurations as
she goes. Sometimes the associations are literal, involving
process and shared activity (knitting with community
groups) or incorporating material residue from the textile
industries: metal tenterhooks formerly used in the drying
and stretching of newly woven cloth are repurposed into
different objects, for instance. As are teasels collected
from the local hedgerows and fields: they too once had
use-value in textile processing, for raising or combing
the nap in fabrics. Other associations, though, are more
metaphoric, as in the loom-like space of Warp or the
beautiful contradiction of threading remaindered glass
through hessian cloth in yet another piece.
Such playful absurdity is deceptive and belies the
thoughtfulness and contextual significance of the work.
Made during a year long residency with VARC, all of
Helen’s artwork responds to the isolated Northumberland
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Above (L-R, T-B): Untitled (2013) Fencing staples, foam board. Teasel #1 (2014) Pencil, ink. Untitled (2014) Plant tray, plastic. Burnt Heather (2014) Highgreen.
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environment in unusual, sometimes subversive ways.
The material underpinnings of the rural economy are
often unseen by temporary visitors. Captivated by the
splendour of the setting in all its seasonal variety, we may
unconsciously avert our eyes from the drainage pipe or
fencing; crucial to the land’s functioning, such incursions
don’t fit comfortably with our aesthetic apprehensions of
the rural. Helen has no such qualms. Visual disturbances,
functional objects we may prefer to hide away, become
instead the material substance of her creative reworkings. As materials, they are no more and no less
contextually resonant than others.

Permanent Green Middle (2014) Fencing wire, acrylic.

Scale and process are important aspects of all her work,
whether in ambitious installations or the more diminutive
experiments of her Object a Day series. Setting herself
the challenge of making every day an object from scratch,
Helen has amassed over the year an intriguing collection
that occupies another corner of her studio. Temporarily
arranged on makeshift display shelves on the day I
visited, these miniature objects are utterly enticing. The
temptation is to pick them up, even though we shouldn’t.
They demand to be held, felt, weighed, their various
surfaces and textures explored. Associations spin off:
cabinet of curiosities, specimen collection or architectural
models. Unlikely transformations again: the yellow plastic
ear tags for cattle or sheep become an amoeba-like thing.
Even without touching it, I know that it moves (and some of
them sound).
The process of making is key here and points to the
underlying rigour of Helen’s practice. Despite the
playfulness, the whimsy even, the creative intent is
complex and the work demanding. The systematic nature
of the activity – making one a day for the duration of
the residency – imposes a creative order, one in which
inquisitiveness is mixed with imaginative exploration of
everyday materials and contexts. The approach to
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materials is equally challenging, based as it is on a
principal of ‘make do and mend’. The materials for
the daily objects all have previous lives and nothing is
bought new: everything is in some way found, scavenged,
borrowed, purloined or recycled.
The whole is also far more than the sum of its individual
parts. As a material-based diary of a year spent making,
the collection possesses it own rich tapestry of meanings
and possible narratives. Each object can elicit particular
memories. There are the stories Helen can tell of their
making: who gave her the spent bullet cartridges, where
she gathered the speedwell flowers, what the weather
was like the day the light bulb fused. This object archive is
made to be talked-over, conversed about and wondered at.
Sharing the stories is important to how the work works,
to its social as well as its personal meanings. The farmer
who provided her with the now defunct metal identity tags,
just because he couldn’t bear to throw them away and
just because she wanted them: this exchange has its own
conversations, its own interpersonal dynamic. Exploring
the collection with Helen, I want to know what happened
to the missing earrings from Object 247 and who their
wearer might have been, what about the broken heel and
the leftover wheel bearings?
The sociability of Helen’s object collection is typical of
her approach, where materials and their uses become a
form of shared encounter and interaction. Advertising in
the community newsletter was a fruitful means of crowd
sourcing materials for her daily objects, making new
friends along the way. Through the same newsletter she
discovered willing co-creators, participants and advisors
to share in the making of other projects, from knitting
and crocheting stars, to advising on the motorising of a
musical light-box for the beautifully evocative Stars of
Tarset in the current exhibition. Based on invented star
constellations described by the residents of Tarset, it
typically began in a simple, rather old-fashioned way.

Each household in the parish received a letter from Helen
inviting residents to look up into the extraordinary night
skies in this part of Northumberland, to imagine their
own star constellation, to draw it on a postcard and give
it a name. The returned designs in turn were punched out
on the cards that play through the adapted musical-light
boxes. First premiered at the extraordinary Dark Skies
Day… with a Woolly Twist in the local community hall in
March this year, Stars of Tarset is simple, yet resonant,
a literal playing of the constellations that echoes with
multiple imaginary voices, transforming the dark space
at the back of the Dutch barn into something newly
reverberant.
Coda:
Just finishing off, and I can’t help returning once again
to Helen’s visual blog. The marvellous absurdity of
the objects shared there is captured in their online
descriptions: #263 - sheep id tag, plasticine; #264 fishing line, hair curler, acrylic; # 265 - bull dog clip,
cotton wool pads. Repurposing indeed. But even these
sublime little objects can’t match the very real absurdity
of the glass container she showed me in her studio, filled
with micro-shredded, redundant ten and twenty pound
notes donated by a national bank.
Carol McKay, June 2014
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tenterhook
noun

1. one of a series of hooks or bent nails used to hold cloth stretched on a tenter
2. on tenterhooks in a state of tension or suspense
Collins English Dictionary
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Tenterhooks (2014) Tenterhooks, monofilament, board. Photo: Tim Bird.
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Overleaf: Planted (2013) Baler wrap, wire loop end ties. Highgreen.
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“…Everyday people use everyday objects to transcend their everyday
experience and to connect and mediate what... are universal human
experiences…”
Geismar on Miller, “Material Culture Studies” and other Ways to Theorize Objects:
A Primer to a Regional Debate (2011)

Following pages: Object a Day (2013 - 2014)
Selected objects from the collection of 365 objects, various materials.
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Untitled (2013) Sheep ID tags, chenille sticks, wire.
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“...The heavenly motions are nothing but a
continuous song for several voices…
a figured music which sets landmarks in the
immeasurable flow of time...”
Kepler, John Banville, Minerva (1990)

Stars of Tarset (2014) Punched constellations, music box prototype. Photo Tim Bird.
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Stars of Tarset (2014) Punched constellation names, lightbox #2. Photo Tim Bird.
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“...Everything there was, was flow –
A vast turbulence, in its interstices
Moments of rejection, making eddies, patterns –
…Whatever it is that is making itself,
It is not finished...”
Excerpts from Edge, text by Katrina Porteous with music by Peter Zinovieff (2013).
Performed as part of Dark Skies Day… with a Woolly Twist, Tarset Village Hall, 2014.

Untitled (2014) Borosilicate glass, balloons, board. Highgreen.
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Above (L-R, T-B): Test Piece #5 (2014) Borosilicate glass, hessian, iron, embroidery hoop. Untitled (2014) Borosilicate glass, plaster. Highgreen.
Glass Tenterhooks (2014) Borosilicate glass, embroidery hoop, thread, hessian. Untitled (2014) Borosilicate glass, chenille sticks. Highgreen.
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Overleaf: Pencil and ink sketches of Tarset Ceilidh Band and Highgreen (2013 – 2014)
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“...Actant is Bruno Latour’s term for a source of action; an
actant can be human or not, or, most likely, a combination
of both...”
Vibrant Matter, J Bennett, Duke University Press (2010)

Actant (2013) Ink drawing.
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Actant (2014)Landcoil pipe, cane, tassel cord.
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Overleaf: Warp (2014) Monofilament, bamboo cane, wire loop end ties. Highgreen. Photo Tim Bird.
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Artist’s Acknowledgements
A truly extraordinary year; I feel privileged to have spent time here and thank
VARC for this incredible opportunity and the Tarset community for welcoming me
with such generous spirit.
Huge thank you to Janet Ross who has provided unwavering support,
encouragement and creative advice throughout. Without her care and attention,
the journey would have been far less enjoyable.
Special mention to Lizzie Kathiravel and the Wool Gatherers for being such an
inspiring part of my time here and for making the ‘Woolly Twist’ part of the ‘Dark
Skies Day…’ possible and to Mike Edwick for making a great film. Thanks for
all the neighbourly love; Karol, Thomas, Barry, Dorothy, Lorraine, Rich, Shona,
Maureen, David, Megan, Kath, Roger, Jane, Trudi, Micky, Kate, Ann, Harry and
in particular Jan Ashdown, who not only helped enormously with ‘Dark Skies
Day…’ planning but has looked after me and offered plenty of home comforts
throughout. Also to the Tarset Ceilidh Band for providing such a fabulous
soundtrack to those Sunday afternoon sketching sessions!
Thanks to Barry and Norman at Wearside Glass Sculptures for their tuition
and cast-offs and to Peter Davies at The National Glass Centre for making this
connection possible.
I’m grateful for the installation assistance from Silviu Manwell and Lizzie
Masterson, to Malcolm Brody for his inventiveness, Tim Bird for his photography
skills and Thomas Sams for his materials knowledge.

Helen Pailing in the Studio at Highgreen 2014

Finally thank you to William and Cynthia Morrison-Bell for being so
accommodating and last but by no means least, to Leo Amery for making VARC
possible.
Helen Pailing, July 2014
Graduating in 2004 with a BA Honours in Embroidery, Helen continued to develop
her interest in the material culture of craft during her practice based research
degree, MA Designer Maker, which she completed in 2012 at UAL.
www.helenpailing.com
Materials generously donated by:
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VARC Acknowledgements

About VARC

VARC is grateful this year for the financial support of
Northumberland National Park Authority, the Community
Foundation serving Tyne & Wear and Northumberland and
Tarset 2050 CIC toward the community event Dark Skies Day...
with a Woolly Twist. Individuals who contributed to making this
such a successful and enjoyable event are too numerous to
mention. However special thanks should go to Chris Hudson of
the Centre for Life, Katrina Porteous, Lizzie Kathiravel & the
Wool Gatherers. Thank you to The Holly Bush Inn and Anne and
Tony Pender for their donations.

Visual Arts in Rural Communities has funded and managed
a programme of twelve-month artist residencies since 2000.
It has initiated other arts projects and supports projects with
schools for students with autism spectrum disorder.

VARC would also like to express its thanks to Tim Bird for his
work in photographing the artwork and to Maureen McCracken
and Harry Porteous for helping make the visit by Thomas
Bewick School students such an enjoyable one.

Through the residencies and projects it aims to give artists
opportunities to develop new work, and benefit to the
community and visiting groups through creative activity and
engagement with art and artists.
www.varc.org.uk
Visual Arts in Rural Communities (VARC) is a registered charity
no. 1091282

In addition, and as always, VARC would like to thank Cynthia
and William Morrison-Bell for their generous support of its
work.
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